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Abstract

In this paper, we investigate the problem of001
including relevant information as context in a002
dialogue system. Most models struggle to iden-003
tify and incorporate important knowledge from004
dialogues and simply use the entire turns as con-005
text, which increases the size of the input fed to006
the model with unnecessary information. In or-007
der to surpass this problem, we substitute part008
of the context with a summary and increase the009
ability of models to keep track of all the previ-010
ous utterances. We show that including a sum-011
mary as input to a dialogue model increases the012
overall quality of generated responses and en-013
hances the ability to capture information from014
the context long ago.015

1 Introduction016

Chit-chat systems have become more and more017

prominent with the emergence of large pre-trained018

models and the increased access to public libraries019

(Wolf et al., 2020; Gardner et al., 2017; Miller et al.,020

2017) that allow to easily train and deploy these021

models. However, these models tend to generate022

meaningless responses and fail to capture long-023

term language dependencies, particularly in the024

dialogue setting where conversations can attain lots025

of interactions and contain long turns.026

Recent approaches have studied the ability of027

deep generative models to capture relevant infor-028

mation from the dialogue context (Sankar et al.,029

2019; Dušek and Jurcicek, 2016). They have found030

that these models do not efficiently make use of031

all parts from the dialogue history and tend to ig-032

nore relevant turn information. Other approaches033

(Mehri et al., 2019; Ortega and Vu, 2017; Kale034

and Rastogi, 2020; Henderson et al., 2020) have035

attempted to represent the context and leverage the036

resulting representations to various dialogue tasks.037

However, none of these approaches has studied the038

substitution of the context with a summary.039

In this paper, we investigate the importance of040

Figure 1: Example of a dialogue between two speakers
and the respective summary on the SAMSum dataset.

reducing the context size in the open-domain di- 041

alogue task and attempt to answer the following 042

question: can a summary of the previous context 043

include all the important information and also de- 044

crease the input size fed to a model? To answer this 045

question, we propose a simple yet effective method 046

that incorporates summaries of the previous turns 047

that are not included as input. To the best of our 048

knowledge, we are the first to introduce and substi- 049

tute parts of context with summaries as input in a 050

decoder framework. Furthermore, we train differ- 051

ent versions of the model by varying the amount of 052

context fed as input and also by including (or not) 053

a summary, which allows to directly compare the 054

impact of adding the summary in the quality of the 055

responses. 056

The training is divided in two independent 057

stages: first, we fine-tune BART (Lewis et al., 058

2020) in the SAMSum corpus (Gliwa et al., 2019) 059

and use it to generate summaries for the dialogue 060

context. Then, we fine-tune GPT-2 with the sum- 061

maries from the previous stage by incorporating 062

them with the dialogue between both speakers. 063

We evaluate our model on the open-domain 064

Persona-Chat dataset (Zhang et al., 2018) and show 065

that it is possible to increase the overall perfor- 066

mance of the models by substituting part of the 067
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Figure 2: Example of an input fed to our model and the corresponding generated answer. Here, the summary
represents the whole history that was not included as context.

context with a simple summary, and thus signif-068

icantly reduce the size of information fed to the069

model, also allowing to decrease the power con-070

sumption and memory usage in the training phase.071

2 Related Work072

Since the introduction of sequence-to-sequence073

models (Sutskever et al., 2014; Bahdanau et al.,074

2015), chit-chat dialogue systems have been in con-075

stant evolution and are more capable of generating076

fluent and human-like sentences. In these systems,077

the encoder extracts important features from the078

utterances and passes that information to a decoder079

that generates a response.080

Considering that our approach attempts to pro-081

vide a proper substitute for the dialogue history,082

the related work that becomes more relevant is the083

work that focuses on studying and representing the084

context in the dialogue task. Sankar et al. (2019)085

study the aptitude of RNNs and Transformers mod-086

els to interpret and understand the dialogue context087

by introducing synthetic perturbations to the his-088

tory. They show that Transformers are less sensitive089

to structure perturbations and seem to fail in captur-090

ing the dialogue dynamics between turns. Hender-091

son et al. (2020) introduce ConveRT, a lightweight092

framework to represent multi-turn context where it093

is possible to transfer learned encodings at differ-094

ent layers to other dialogue tasks. Liu et al. (2021)095

encode the dialogue context using ConveRT and096

merge that representations with the user request to097

generate appropriate and context-aware responses.098

Although recent advances have introduced differ- 099

ent techniques to represent and embody dialogue 100

context into generative models, none of these ap- 101

proaches has studied the impact of using summaries 102

as replacements for the dialogue history. 103

3 Method 104

3.1 Summary Generation 105

In order to summarize the dialogue context, we 106

use BART-large (Lewis et al., 2020), a transformer 107

architecture with a bidirectional encoder similar to 108

BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and a decoder similar 109

to GPT (Radford et al., 2019), pre-trained on the 110

English Wikipedia and BookCorpus dataset. In a 111

preliminary phase, we fine-tune the model on the 112

SAMSum corpus (Gliwa et al., 2019), a dataset 113

collected for the abstractive summarization task 114

where the goal is to summarize a dialogue between 115

different speakers. Figure 1 shows an example of 116

a dialogue from this dataset. After that, we use 117

this fine-tuned model to generate the summaries 118

for every turn of the Persona-Chat dataset. 119

Initially, we did some preliminary experiences 120

where we summarized the dialogue between both 121

speakers’ utterances, which resulted in a sum- 122

mary that embodied relevant information from both 123

speakers. However, by examining a few examples, 124

we observed that the resulting summaries some- 125

times focused on the information from Speaker 1 126

and omitted relevant information from Speaker 2, 127

which is the target speaker that functions as the an- 128

swering bot. Additionally, the Personas that occur 129
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Context Summary BLEU-4 ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L Avg. Length Max. Length

0 N 3.70 0.184 0.0423 0.176 71 115
1 N 3.94 0.192 0.0455 0.183 96 291
2 N 3.86 0.194 0.0462 0.185 118 309
3 N 4.03 0.196 0.0430 0.186 136 366
4 N 3.32 0.193 0.0450 0.184 150 274
5 N 3.89 0.180 0.0366 0.172 160 434

0 Y 3.76 0.187 0.0423 0.179 86 115
1 Y 3.95 0.195 0.0472 0.185 107 305
2 Y 3.95 0.191 0.0419 0.182 127 349
3 Y 3.73 0.189 0.0428 0.180 140 376
4 Y 4.11 0.195 0.0444 0.186 153 380
5 Y 4.05 0.193 0.0413 0.183 162 386

Table 1: Results for the experiments with and without summaries on Persona-Chat. Table shows that with exception
of the version with context 3, the addition of a summary increases the overall BLEU score of the model. We also
observe improvements in ROUGE score for all versions except with context 2 and 3.

in each dialogue are related only to Speaker 2, so130

we chose to only summarize the turns from Speaker131

2 as we want to keep track of the context related to132

that speaker.133

3.2 Decoder Fine-Tuning134

In this stage, we fine-tune a GPT-2 transformer135

decoder in the Persona-Chat dataset. We use a136

pre-trained version trained on a large corpora of di-137

alogues, DialoGPT (Zhang et al., 2020), which pro-138

duces more relevant and context-consistent answers139

in comparison to the original pre-trained version,140

and thus becomes more suitable for our application.141

We build the input as seen in Figure 2, where the142

second speaker corresponds to the agent that will143

answer to the other speaker’s request utterance.144

Consider a dialogue d with n turns and a per-145

sona p. Then, the input tn at the n-th turn can be146

described as:147

tn = {p, s0..i−1, ci..n−1, xn},148

where s is the summary of the dialogue until149

the context i− 1 (inclusive), c corresponds to the150

pairs of Speaker 1 and Speaker 2 full sentences151

represented as context, and x is the current request152

from Speaker 1. The model then generates an ap-153

propriate response for the n-th turn of Speaker 2 rt154

according to the distribution p(rn|tn). For instance,155

if the context is only the last pair of sentences, then156

the summary will be from the beginning of the157

dialogue until the last but one pair of sentences.158

We create special tokens for each part of the in-159

put in order to help the model distinguish between160

the different segments.161

4 Experiments 162

4.1 Experimental Setup 163

In order to compare and evaluate the impact of 164

adding summaries as input, we train different ver- 165

sions of the model where we vary the size of con- 166

text that is given. As discussed in Section 3.2, we 167

use a version of GPT-2 trained specially for the 168

dialogue generation task, which contains 12 layers 169

of decoder Transformer blocks. The maximum in- 170

put size is 1024 and we generate an answer with 171

a maximum size of 200. We use Adam as the op- 172

timizer with a learning rate of 6.25e−5, and train 173

the model for 5 epochs with patience 1. We use 174

HuggingFace’s library (Wolf et al., 2020) which 175

provides an implementation with a language mod- 176

elling head on top of the GPT-2 decoder, and gen- 177

erate the answer using a greedy search approach, 178

where the next word selected is the one with the 179

highest probability. We report BLEU (Papineni 180

et al., 2002) and ROUGE (Lin, 2004), both auto- 181

matic metrics that measure fluency by comparing 182

the word occurrences between the generated and 183

the ground truth responses. 184

4.2 Results and Discussion 185

In Table 1, we present the results of the experiments 186

with and without the inclusion of summaries, and 187

observe that the version that achieves the higher 188

BLEU score is the model with context 4. When we 189

fix the context and directly compare the versions 190

with and without context, we observe that in all 191

with exception of the version with context 3, the 192

inclusion of summaries improves the overall BLEU 193

score of the results. We also observe improvements 194

on ROUGE score in all versions except with con- 195
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BLEU per Turn Size

Context Summary 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

0 Y 6.33 4.71 3.65 4.18 3.06 2.46 2.44
0 N 7.20 4.63 4.04 3.73 2.76 2.39 2.31

1 Y 6.81 4.77 3.87 4.05 3.12 2.79 2.99
1 N 7.10 5.09 4.01 3.86 2.90 2.80 2.61

2 Y 3.95 6.88 4.87 3.77 3.99 3.45 2.86
2 N 3.86 5.55 4.99 4.21 4.07 3.25 2.75

3 Y 6.71 4.35 3.52 3.66 2.94 2.85 2.37
3 N 6.37 4.60 4.15 4.60 3.39 3.16 2.97

4 Y 6.70 4.61 4.31 4.63 3.51 2.78 3.06
4 N 5.74 4.17 3.48 3.56 2.67 2.88 1.95

5 Y 7.43 4.97 4.12 4.29 2.99 2.97 2.57
5 N 5.89 4.71 4.25 4.02 3.25 2.93 2.64

Table 2: BLEU score per turn. We divide the dialogues by the size of the turn. As we can observe, all models with
summary except the one with context 3 perform better. We also observe that the models with summary achieve
greater results when the turn size is higher.

text 2 and 3. This shows that the addition of the196

summary may increase the ability of the model to197

generate responses more appropriate and closer to198

the golden ones.199

Input Size. We report the average size and the200

maximum size of the input fed to the model in201

the evaluation setting. As we can see, the addi-202

tion of a summary to the input only increases the203

size provided to the model a few points. Addition-204

ally, if we required to reduce the model’s input size205

or if we consider a scenario where the dialogues206

were very extensive, the inclusion of the summary207

would allow to reduce the size but embody impor-208

tant information from all previous context. Here,209

the summaries are fundamental as they encapsu-210

late the context that could not be included and also211

reduce the size of the input needed to generate an212

appropriate answer.213

Scores by Turn Size. Finally, we performed an214

extensive analysis of the results by calculating the215

overall score for each turn size, and compared216

which version of the model obtained the higher217

score in every turn. We consider turn size as the218

number of pairs of sentences between Speaker 1219

and 2 plus the additional last request from Speaker220

1. In Table 2, we report BLEU score for each turn221

size for the versions with and without summary un-222

til turn size 5. As we can observe, when the context223

fed to the model is lower, the addition of a sum-224

mary improves the model’s score, especially when225

the turn size is higher. This shows the effectiveness226

of the summaries at capturing information from the227

context long ago. 228

Response Generation. Although achieving 229

higher results when comparing to the versions 230

without summaries, the models still obtain a low 231

BLEU score, which indicates that these systems 232

are not yet prepared to the real-world scenario. By 233

examining a few generated examples, we observed 234

that in some cases the summary generated included 235

irrelevant information such as greetings "Speaker 236

2 wants to know how are you doing" or excluded 237

from the summaries important information, as 238

turns where it mentions some of the speaker’s 239

hobbies. By omitting this information, the model 240

is not able to understand that this information was 241

already mentioned in a previous turn and leads to 242

the generation of similar and repetitive responses. 243

5 Conclusion and Future Work 244

In this paper, we present a simple yet effective 245

method for representing dialogue context in the 246

open-domain setting. We show that it is possible 247

to reduce the size of the input and maintain the 248

ability to keep track of the relevant information in 249

the previous turns. This is useful especially when 250

the dialogues and the turns are very extensive and 251

carry out too much irrelevant knowledge. In future 252

work, we would like to extend the use of dialogue 253

summarization to the task-oriented setting. 254
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